LOBBY TRACK

Robust Visitor
Management

Every Feature
You Need and
Nothing that
You Don’t!

Minus the Headache
Fast and Easy
Visitor Registration
Let your employees pre-register
visitors in seconds using Lobbytrack’s
intuitive browser interface or the native
multiplatform Employees mobile app.
Your receptionist can register walk-in
visitors on the spot using an iPad or a
tablet running the Lobby App.

We have optimized Lobbytrack for userfriendliness by building powerful core
features and removing the clutter. The result
is an intelligent and nimble platform that
has everything you need for safe, easy, and
affordable visitor management.

LOBBYTRACK

Secure Touchless Self
Sign-In for Visitors
Set up self sign-in kiosks using the
Lobby App. Registered visitors can
check themselves in by scanning the
barcode in their confirmation email
with the tablet’s camera. Alternatively,
your front-desk staff can check in
registered visitors with just a few taps
using the Lobby mobile app on their
tablet, phone or desktop.

Automatically Print
Visitor Badges

Health Questions,
NDA and Agreement
Signing

Real-time Visitor
Tracking and
Monitoring

Use the Lobby App to capture
visitor photos and print badges
at sign-in. Customize the
badge design to include your
logo and visitor information.
Lobbytrack will automatically
print a badge during visitor
sign in. All you need to do is
connect a wireless printer and
you’re ready to print visitor
badges.

Create a safer workplace for
all by making it compulsory
for visitors to answer health
screening questions before
signing in. Customize your
registration workflow to
include a personalized NDA
or visit agreement. Signed
agreements are saved in the
visit log for future reference.

Thanks to Lobbytrack Guard
App, your security staff will know
exactly who just checked in, who
is currently on-site, and who has
signed out. Security guards can
quickly and easily view real-time
visitor information including their
name, company, host, and checkin location.

Automatic Host
and Guard
Notifications

Reliable Visitor
Screening for
Criminal Records

Simplified Security
Alerts and Evacuation
Management

Hosts and security staff
receive instant notifications
via Lobbytrack Employee App
and Guard App the moment
guests sign in or sign out. The
system logs the check-in and
checkout times for each visitor
and allows to staff to check out
visitors who forget to sign out.

Keep the bad guys out by
screening visitors against
watchlists. Lobbytrack
integrates with federal and
state criminal databases and
other lists using multiple online
watchlist providers, including
MK Data and Data Diver. Set
up deny criteria and get an
alert when there’s a match.

Lobbytrack alerts your security
teams when a visitor matches
a deny criteria. In case of an
emergency, you can use the
Lobbytrack web interface to
trigger an evacuation. The security
guards receive the alert and
implement evacuation procedures
while monitoring the real-time list
of onsite visitors.
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Single Dashboard Contractor
and Staff Sign In

Built-in Active Directory
Integration

Employees and contractors can scan their existing
employee badge or use the Employee app for
touchless sign in. Easily track time and attendance
from a single interface and export the data to
your payroll program for automatic compensation
management.

Use Lobbytrack Active Directory Sync App
to easily add your Active Directory employee
accounts to Lobbytrack. Start tracking their
time and attendance and authorize them to host
visitors. Lobbytrack can automatically pull in
changes from your Active Directory and update
your active employee list accordingly.

Sophisticated Access
Management and Door
Control Integration

Capacity Limit Planning
and Enforcement

Want to elevate security and visitor experience?
Allow your visitors touchless mobile entry or issue
them proximity keycards at check in. Lobbytrack
works seamlessly with sophisticated cloud-based
access control systems including Openpath and
Brivo.

92% of managers say a VMS creates a safer
environment. Lobbytrack helps improves health
and safety by enabling you implement workplace
capacity limits. The software automatically
declines further registration and sign in when the
preset threshold has been reached.
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Why Security Managers
are Switching to
Lobbytrack
LOBBY TRACK
Insanely Simple
Unnecessary features make other VMSs

Sign in visitors,
notify hosts,
alert security
and manage
evacuation with
Lobbytrack visitor
management
system.

heavy and complicated. Lobbytrack is a
simple, lightweight, and straightforward
visitor management platform with cuttingedge features that you can start using with
no learning curve.

Incredibly Powerful
From online pre-registration to touchless
check in, from visitor tracking to emergency
evacuation, and from time and attendance
management to access control integration,
Lobbytrack offers the latest in modern visitor
management features!

Extremely Affordable

TRY FOR FREE!
www.Lobbytrack.com

Lobbytrack is a fully managed cloud-based
solution that is available with affordable payas-you-go pricing. Manage unlimited visitors,
hosts, and users starting as low as $50 per
month per location and no contract. Start
free today!
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